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Never Loss Trading Top-Line Concept 

The newest edition of the Never Loss Trading concepts is for laser sharp trading.  

Our Top-Line-Indicators spell out highly probable trade proposals right on the price chart.  

It works as a standalone concept and supplements the other NLT-programs: Letting you enter 
trades more early, helping you to recuperate your tuition quickly.  

“Trading is complicated, if you trade what you think, 
it is not when you trade what you see: Never Loss Trading paints it on the chart”. 

AAPL 1-Hour Chart 

 

The new lower studies validate or negate trade proposals on the price chart, with specifically 
tuned charts for day- and swing trading: 
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Day Trading Top Line Chart 
Intention: Closing the entire or part of the position at the same day. 
 

 

 

 
 
Swing Trading Top Line Chart  
Intention: Holding a trade for multiple days (annual chart). 
 

 

 

 

Confidentiality Notice: The information contained in this message may be confidential or privileged and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, an employee or agent responsible for delivering this 
message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you received this communication in error, please immediately notify the sender of your inadvertent 
receipt and delete this message from all data systems.  
Disclaimer: All our publications are designed to provide accurate and authoritative information in regard to the subject matter covered and shared with the understanding that the publisher is not engaged in rendering legal, financial advice, accounting, or other 
professional service. If legal advice or other expert assistance is required, the services of a competent professional person should be sought. We advise all readers that it should not be assumed that present or future performance would be profitable or equal the 
performance of our examples. The reader should recognize that the risk of trading securities, stocks, options, futures can be substantial. Customers must consider all relevant risk factors, including their own personal financial situation before trading. In our teaching 
of NeverLossTrading, in our books, newsletters, webinars and our involvement in the Investment Clubs, neither NOBEL Living, LLC, the parent company of Never Loss Trading, nor any of the speakers, staff or members act as stockbrokers, broker dealers, or 
registered investment advisers. We worked out trading concepts that benefits us greatly and share them through education with our readers, members and clients.   
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The NLT-Top-Line can be used individually or in conjunction with the existing NLT-studies: 

‐ NLT-Top-Line Mentorship ;          Harvesting on price moves in Day and swing trading. 
‐ NLT-Wealth-Builder Mentorship;          Swing trading concept for constant income.  
‐ NLT-Income-Generating Mentorship;   Superior/specific day trading concept and plan.   

The New Indicator Package 
 

What it does for you 

The Top-Line-Line-Indicator supplements the upper 
NLT-Price-Chart-Studies, spelling out trade 
proposals along with price-, volume-, volatility-
changes.  
 

Find your trade proposals right at the price chart.
Trade above/below the spelled out price levels.  
Take profits at pre-defined turning points.  
Trade in conjunction with the established NLT-
Price-Chart-Indicators.  

The Stock-Market-Comparison-Study relates the 
price move of an observed security to the overall 
move of the stock market, helping you to identify 
directional price moves early.  
A function, allowing the user to correlate a share to 
other indexes or securities is integrated. 

Find confirmation for individual price moves, to the 
up- or downside.  
 
Identifies a pattern of directional moves and a 
change in direction real-time. 

The Correlation Coefficient shows if a security has 
an independent or dependent relation to the overall 
stock market.  
 

Trading the price development of a security, which 
is independent from the overall market 
development, is a key to success. This study helps 
to relate the price pattern of a share to the market. 

If we knew the price development of a share, it 
would be easy to trade it. The Seasonality-Graph 
shows the price pattern of securities and projects a 
potential future price direction, for us to trade peak 
to bottom and bottom to peak.  

This study is a powerful tool. It relates the current 
price development to the historic price development 
and proposes a potential future projection for our 
trading. This study alone is sold on the market for 
about $8,000 plus annual fees.  

 

The “NLT Top Line Indicator Package”, includes:  

‐ Four specific and ten general NLT-indicators. 
‐ Specific trading plans for a selected set securities (while it works with any security). 
‐ Two scanning software packages, which help you to find shares with the desired setups.  
‐ One mouse click setup for the watch list of selected shares.  

 

Our “NLT Selected Securities” are divided into:  

 

A) Strong Daily Movers (day trading) 
 
Only a very tight selection of securities allows for day trading strong predictable price moves, 
with NLT-specific trading methods:  
 

- ETF with options, ready to be day or intra-day traded.  
- Power shares with options, moving multiple dollars a day.  
- Futures Contracts, which trade basically 24 hours a day.  
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B) Strong Event Movers (swing trading) 

With our “Top-Line Swing Trading Concept”, you can trade either the shares, the options or a 
combination of selected shares and options:  

We focus on a selected set of securities with preferable trade-setups: 

- Shares, which follow repetitive seasonal price patterns. 
- Shares, which break a key price threshold. 
- Shares, with strong news moves.  

You will receive three software packages, allowing you to scan daily for securities, which 
entered a favorable trade pattern: 

1) Shares with Above Market Upside Moves 

 

2) Securities with Stronger than Market Downwards Moves 
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3) “Magical Price Move” Scanner 

This scanner provides daily readings on shares, which surpassed the magical price move 
threshold, to trade along with their price development. 

      
 

4) NLT-Watch-List 

We will build a watch list on your computer to spot for up- and downside movers with one 
mouse click.  

 
C) Strong Directional Trading Methods  

We teach you in trading methods with highly positive reward/risk relations, which you will not 
find published anywhere else:  

 The NLT-Delta Force concept.  
‐ A method for strong day- and swing-trading with options. 
‐ Trading for the most favorable reward/risk constellations.  
‐ Harvest on limited risk with great upside potential. 

 
 The concept is backed up with:  

‐ Trade comparison calculations.  
‐ Chart analysis: Back testing NLT-indicators.  

 
D) Top Notch Documentation 

 
Not only will you be taught the NLT-Top-Line concept, you will also receive a clearly detailed 
education package, with screen short, trade examples and stock lists.  

 
E) Program Aftercare 

When your initial teaching is over, we will meet you once a month to clarify questions and 
pass on more detailed training. Surely, if you need our help in between, we are there for you. 
Further: We will pass on all future updates for the indicator package you received free of 
charge.  

All this comes together in one package, geared to let you recuperate your tuition payments 
quickly.  
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NLT-Top-Line Package for New Students NLT-Top-Line Package for former Students 
  
Price: $9,700  Price: $7,700 
 
Software Packages for new Students 
 

Software Packages for former Students 

NLT-Top Line Study: Price entry and exit proposals 
NLT Exceptional Price Development compared to the stock market 
NLT Correlation Coefficient: Price development with or independent from the market. 
NeverLossTrading Seasonality Graph to spot seasonal price patterns and projections 
NLT_Speedomenter_Box Already received 
NLT_Purple_Zone_Indicator Already received 
NLT_Candle_Color Already received 
NLT_Wave Already received 
NLT_Box Already received 
NLT_Double_Decker Already received 
NLT_Light_Tower_Candle Already received 
NLT_Price_Volume_Study Already received 
NLT_Price_Gravitation_Lines Already received 
NLT_Short_Tutorial Already received 

  
Mentorship 
 
Three, eight-hour classes. 
 
Three months aftercare, once a month, 2 hours 
of individual training and support.  

Mentorship 
 
Two, eight-hour classes.  
 
Three months aftercare, once a month, 2 
hours of individual training and support. 

 
Opportunity Scanners and Watch List 
 

Scanner Software to identify exceptional strong up- and downwards movers. 
Scanner Software to spot shares ready for the “Magical Price Move”. 
Watch List, with push button performance review of selected shares.  

 
Documentations 
 

NLT-Top-Line-Write-Up and NLT-Short-Tutorial. 
Trading Plans for evaluated shares. 

 
The NLT-Top-Line concept, complements the other Never Loss Trading programs and does not 
substitute or replace them.  

The lower studies used in “Wealth Building” and “Income Generating”, and the referring trading 
plans are not part of the “Top-Line-Package”. They are taught and provided in the individual 
mentorship programs.  

- “Wealth Building”,  
- “Income Generation”, 

NLT-Top-Line studies which are not included in the other NLT-mentorship programs.  
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By the newest NLT-software release, key indicators used in “Income Generation and Wealth 
Building”, provide software based trade proposals. Partially, they overlap with the Top-Line-
Indicator, while the Top-Line-Indicator provides additional and more specific algorithm based 
trade entries:   

‐ High probability trade entries, spelled out on the price chart. 
‐ Instant reading, how an individual security performs in respect to the overall market. 
‐ Does a security perform dependent or independent from the overall market?  
‐ Software to scan for shares with favorable price/volume moves.  
‐ One click performance view on NLT-Watch-Lists we install on your machine.  
‐ Additional support programs and trainings.  

 

For questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.  

Pick a stock or commodity: With great pride, will we provide you with screen shots, how 
our Top-Line-Package performs at various trade situations and time frames, 

contact@NeverLossTrading.com  

The Top-Line-Package lets you recuperate the mentorship program tuition quickly.  

Good trading, 

with Never Loss Trading 
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